
SMART PATTERN
This latest Smart Tools addition uses patterns to provide an 

impressive new modeling work flow. From complex to delicate, 

vintage to modern, arrange and adjust creative patterns flat 

and watch them apply automatically to your 3D model. Smart 

Pattern contains a wide range of functions to scale, move, and 

rotate your pattern on the applied surface. 

ROPE BUILDER
This new feature brings speed and simplicity to the previously 

time-consuming task of creating twisting rope designs. 

WEB VIEWER (BETA)
New from Gemvision Labs 

Start connecting with your clients interactively with this  

introductory beta version of the new Web Viewer. These  

automatically create a private, mobile-friendly web page  

presentation of any Matrix design. We take care of all the setup 

and hosting, and will provide you with a link you can email to 

clients or use to create online galleries. These web pages give  

your customers an exciting preview of your Matrix design that  

they can spin around in 3D. You control the look of the page,  

add your own graphics and logos, and even share options to  

select and preview different metal and gem color combinations. 
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TEXTURE BUILDER
This new tool allows you to use any grayscale image to control 

and apply a displacement mesh to your design in 3D. Explore 

creative textures to cast on your piece or simulate hand-applied 

finished for the ultimate in realistic rendering. Further manipulate 

your new texture mesh using sculpt inside clayoo for matrix. 

CLAYOO 2.5 
The next generation of organic modeling tools for creative 3D 

designers has arrived. For a limited time, Matrix 9.0 upgrades 

will include a full version of Clayoo 2.5, optimized to run inside 

Matrix. With this tool, you can design using SubD, Emboss, and 

the intuitive Sculpt Method similar to carving and shaping clay.

NEW STYLE SHEETS
Redesigned Style Sheets allow enhanced management of  

your saved styles. You can set your own primary default and  

all new visual previews let you quickly search by look instead  

of a number. 

NEW PERSONAL LIBRARIES
In addition to Matrix’s existing libraries such as profiles and 

Stuller findings, you can create your own custom libraries to  

organize your 3D components and designs. When starting a 

new project, save time and money by visually searching for  

reusable components in your own library. 

GEM PRICING
The all new design report can provide actual Stuller pricing  

of all the diamonds and gemstones used in your design and 

display them with your Stuller showcase margins applied. 

GEMVISION LABS
Gemvision Labs is your source for exclusive, early access 

to new features that you can test and then share your 

feedback directly with the developers. While in Gemvision 

labs, these features won’t be fully supported as they are 

“work-in-progress” experiments. Gemvision labs is  

designed to keep moving Matrix forward, and we invite 

you to be part of the action. 

 
More details coming soon. 
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